
V-150
Large Veterinary Scale

Large vet scale available in 150kg or 300kg capacities

Wipe-down stainless steel base

Non-slip mat included

Carry handle for transportation
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Marsden V-150: A large, stainless steel  
wash-down veterinary scale

The Marsden V-150 is a large, high quality veterinary scale which 
is ideal for weighing large pets. With a large, stainless steel base 
and capacities of either 150kg or 300kg, this scale is suitable for 
weighing anything from domestic cats to the largest of dogs!

Suitable for most pets

A larger veterinary weighing scale without the premium
price - that’s the V-150. With its large, low profile base,
the V-150 is capable of weighing animals upto a  
capacity of 300kg.

Easy to use functions
 
The V-150 has been designed for simple, accurate  
weighing. There is a large, clear LCD display for the 
weight reading, and four function buttons, For Tare (to 
remove unwanted weight from the display) and Hold 
(to stabilise the weight reading if the animal is
moving on the scale).
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Use it anywhere you need
 
An internal rechargeable battery means this scale can 
be used absolutely anywhere. An adaptor is also  
provided with the scale for charging and powering from 
the mains.

Wheels and a handle are fitted to the scale to make it 
easy to move around veterinary surgeries.

Key features
 
Stainless steel wipedown base
Rechargeable battery
Unit switchable between kg and lb
Wheels and carry handle
Tare and Hold functions
Wall bracket for indicator
Includes rubber mat

Get peace of mind with a service 
contract
 
Like all Marsden vet scales, you can keep your V-150 
accurate and reliable for longer with a service  
contract. For more information about service  
contracts please contact us.

Specification
 
Capacities and graduations: 150kg x 50g; 300kg x 100g
Power: Mains/rechargeable
Base dimensions: 900mm x 550mm x 50mm
Weight of scale: 15kg



Marsden V-150: Key features at-a-glance

Carry handle

Hold and Tare 
functions

Wheels for  
portability

Tel: 01709 364296 / 0800 169 2775 
Fax: 01709 364293 
E-mail: sales@marsdengroup.co.uk
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Weighs in kg or lb
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